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Abstract: The graphical user interface (GUI) and the functionality of various global map
services in the context of responsive web design were compared in the article. The analysis
included: the number and arrangement of buttons on the start screen, available map layers,
waypoints and means of transport for searched routes on four screens of various sizes: the
desktop computer, laptop, tablet, and smartphone screen. Having compared the interface
and the functionality of eight global map services (Baidu Maps, Google Maps, Here WeGo,
Bing Maps, Open Street Map, Map Quest, 2Gis, Yandex Maps), authors draw conclusions
concerning responsive web design. Despite the fact that specific map services differ, there
are some common features making a good example of the adaptation of the graphical user
interface to the device on which the map is presented. Global map services, regardless of the
display size, use the same interactive tools that are graphically similar. Among those graphic
similarities, one can distinguish two or three graphical styles representing a single function.
Two versions of the interface can be observed – the desktop and mobile type. Adaptation to
devices such as laptops or tablets assumes that only the screen decreases but the interface
and the functionality remains relatively unchanged. Real responsiveness occurs only when
service is displayed on a smartphone display.

Keywords: responsive web design, graphical user interface, web mapping services, geomatics, interactive map

1. Introduction
Customization is one of the main challenges of modern cartography. The opportunity
to adapt web maps to various devices constitutes a significant aspect of the attempts to
customize. The variety of display screen sizes, on which the map is presented, causes
yet new difficulties in designing them. Responsive web design (RWD), i.e. integrated
design of a single website onto devices of different display screen sizes, is a solution
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used for many years (Marcott, 2010). Such an approach results from a common opinion
about the popularity of web maps and their wide use (Reichenbacher, 2001). As RWD
technology makes it possible to change symbols, interface and cartographic content in
real time, it is commonly utilized in online cartography (Friedmannová et al., 2006;
Peterson, 2006). By combining three design techniques, i.e. fluid grid layouts, flexible
images and media queries, online maps can be displayed not only on a desktop computer
screen but also on a laptop, tablet, and smartphone screen (Marcott, 2010). Moreover,
the GUI of a web map can adapt not only to the device but also, what is more important,
to the preferences of the user (Konečný and Staněk, 2010; Roth, 2013; Roth et al., 2014).
Searching for new standards of responsive map design resulted in the improvement in the
quality of cartographic products, particularly in the adoption of a single format HTML5
(Dukaczewski, 2014; Cybulski and Medyńska, 2018). What is highly recommended in
RWD is to first prepare the layout for the device with the smallest display screen and then
adapt it to devices with larger screens (Frain, 2015). Hence, the same web map service
has a slightly different interface on different display screens. Guidelines on responsive
map design are general. Designing for specific devices is discussed in the sourced literature (Muehlenhaus, 2013, p. 61), however, due to lack of strict principles web maps offer
diverse solutions concerning the adaptation of the interface to the context of the user and
the device. Intuitiveness is an important factor taken into consideration in the design
process, as it helps one to lay out buttons in the right way and secures their graphic
style (Krug, 2005). Well matched icons allow the user to localize the searched button
faster and interpret it correctly. The three-click rule, according to which, if users cannot quickly find the desired information, they will leave the website, constitutes one of
the unofficial rules of RWD and web map design (Zeldman, 2001; Weinschenk, 2011).
Thus, GUI organization plays a significant part in the process of web map design. The
research mentioned above confirms that if the user cannot easily find the right button,
the map will be no longer effective. Such observations can be verified on the basis of
various map services, such as Google Maps that make it possible to display responsive
maps. Confronting interfaces of specific map services with guidelines on design derived
from the literature, one can determine what arrangement, number and graphic style of
buttons is preferred by responsive map creators and what solutions are the most popular.
In a search for the rules of responsive map design, a question arises: do responsive map
creators follow any principles concerning the number, arrangement and graphic style of
GUI buttons?
Rules on GUI design prevent creators from overwhelming users with, for instance,
too many buttons, as that affects not only the functionality but also intuitiveness of a
map service (Nivala et al., 2008; Baranowski et al. 2010). The way responsive maps are
utilized depends heavily on the devices offered. Apart from the object search function,
there are also other buttons: Measure distance, Layer, Geolocation, Waypoints. Many of
those services also have buttons for various means of transport by which users can go on
their chosen route (Peterson, 2008; Socharoentum and Karimi, 2015). It is also important
that the interface of a responsive map displayed on the smaller device adjusts to the size
of the display screen. It is thus necessary to reduce the number of buttons to the most
vital ones and to lay them out properly on the smaller display (Carroll, 1985). When
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displaying the responsive map on the mobile device, one needs to consider the way the
map is utilized. Hence and Hoober (2015) suggests that buttons are placed in the lower
part of the map interface, as they are then closer to the thumb, a finger usually used for
pushing them. Even though map services differ, they have many common elements, the
analysis of which may help one identify the most frequently used map buttons and their
arrangement (Alaçam and Dalci, 2009).
The main objective of our research was to compare GUI and the functionality of
popular map services and analyze it in the context of responsiveness. It was important
to check how the interface of the same website changed on the desktop computer, laptop, tablet and smartphone display screen and which functions were available on different display size. The comparison included the following data: the number of buttons on the start screen, the number of map layers, the number of waypoints on the
searched route and the number of means of transport for the searched route. These numbers are supposed to help one characterize any changes in button arrangement and the
functionality level of map services, depending on the display screen size. Additionally,
we have checked the features on which the responsiveness of the map service depends,
such as day/night mode, the largest scale and the generalization of map content. We
have analyzed 8 online global map services of the similar functionality: Baidu Maps,
Google Maps, Here WeGo, Bing Maps, Open Street Map, Map Quest, 2Gis and Yandex Maps.

2. Related work
Despite a significant interest in the topic of responsive map design, there have been relatively few studies devoted to GUI of popular map services. The article by Nivala et
al. (2008), in which Google Maps, MSN Maps & Directions, MapQuest, and Multimap
are juxtaposed, is one of the articles on the subject. Analyzing the functionality of these
four maps, researchers drew conclusions that were supposed to serve as guidelines for
designing future web maps. Guidelines were conceived on the basis of problems that
users, both professional and public, dealt with during the research. It was observed that
the identification of errors of online maps allows one to make some recommendations
that can boost both their use and attractiveness for different target groups. Another conclusion was that certain website flaws can be overshadowed by the popularity of the
websites, their long-term use and habits resulting from such use. As far as facts about
the GUI of the analyzed maps are concerned, the authors of this article highlight lack of
aesthetics and start interface overload. They also observe that these factors may frustrate
users and cause some negative feelings in them at the very beginning of utilizing online
maps. Another observation that researchers make on online maps is that the layer change
button is not used.
The article by Wang (2014) is another publication that analyzes online map services.
He juxtaposes four online maps, comparing their functionality and attempts to conceive
recommendations for future map services. In the article, the author confronts Google
Maps, Bing Maps, Map Quest and Yahoo Maps. Guidelines suggested by the researcher
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result from the errors that research participants had to deal with. The author also emphasizes the issue of the start screen transparency. The fewer information at the beginning,
the higher the evaluation of the map by users, which directly translates into the effectiveness of their work. He recommends that in the process of interface creation designers
follow the rule of simplicity and transparency. He suggests that key buttons, such as the
Search or Geolocation, are located in the areas of interest or in significant spots of the
website layout. In his observations, came to the conclusion that the visualization of web
maps was complex for designers and the dispute between designers and users over colors
or trends in design would remain unsolved, as the usefulness of websites was the much
more significant factor.
The article by Maiellaro and Varasano (2017) is another source literature publication. It is devoted to one-page interactive maps of three countries: Cyprus, Malta, and
Japan. Apart from the information concerning technical aspects of the analyzed maps, in
conclusion, there is also a recommendation that their authors should follow. Namely, for
a map service to be useful, it needs to be highly functional (the functionality is confirmed
by users) and adjusted technically (fast performance and display resolution).

3. Methodology
3.1. Selection and characteristics of web map services and display devices
In the research, we focused on global map services, whose functionality makes it possible to search for spatial objects, choose a map layer, use geolocation or select a route
for different means of transport. As these services use the geolocation function, they
are referred to as location-based services (LBS) (Meng and Reichenbacher, 2005). The
opportunity to adapt the GUI of a specific service to smaller display screens was an additional choice criterion. One of two basic ways of utilizing mobile map services is to
search for a route to the desired destination on the basis of one’s location (Meng, 2008).
The adaptation of interface to smaller display screens is considered as an element of egocentric, user-oriented map design (Meng, 2005). On that ground, we selected 8 global
map services that allow one to search for objects and routes thanks to geolocation and
with the function of adapting the GUI to smaller display screens: Baidu Maps, Google
Maps, Here WeGo, Bing Maps, Open Street Map, Map Quest, 2Gis and Yandex Maps.
Selected maps fulfill four conditions specified by Meng’s (2008) classification: “youwill-go”, “you-are-here”, “find next” and “wayfinding”.
Each of the map services mentioned above was tested on four display screens to
check how interface responsiveness functioned and how the number of buttons altered.
The 21.8′′ desktop computer monitor was the largest, the second largest display screen
was the 15.6′′ laptop screen, then tablet screen of 12′′ and the 5.1′′ smartphone screen
was the smallest. The selection of map services and display screens is demonstrated in
Figure 1. The two bigger screens were in the horizontal orientation, while the two smaller
screens were in both vertical and horizontal orientation. Both types of the display were
available only on the smaller devices.
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Fig. 1. Selection of web mapping services and devices display size

3.2. Analysis of graphical user interface and the functionality
of web mapping services
The analysis of the GUI of web map services was based on the number of buttons visible
on the start screen, map layers, waypoints on the searched route and means of transport
available to the searched route. We also analyzed the arrangement of specific buttons and
their popularity. We compared the graphical design of some of the buttons on selected
web map services.
Among the analyzed buttons, there were: the Panning Hand, Zoom In, Place Search,
Route Search, Geolocation, Map Layer button but also buttons connected with displaying traffic density or creating an individual map with the information from logged in
users. Some tools do not have buttons assigned to them and are based on the knowledge and intuition of the user, e.g. panning. Many web map services do not use panning
arrows anymore but panning is based on click-and-drag or touch-and-drag on mobile
devices (Muehlenhaus, 2013). Even though some other tools, such as zooming in, are
equally intuitive and function through a scroll wheel on the mouse, finger dragging or
double clicking on the mobile device screen, they still have their buttons on the GUI.
Zoom bar and plus and minus buttons are the most popular. Nevertheless, many would
think zooming in through a scroll wheel or double click is the most practical solution
(Roth and Harrower, 2008; You et al., 2007).
On the one hand, the number of means of transport available for a specific route
depends on what routing algorithms are used by the mapping service and on the other,
whether it uses timetables offered by public transportation agencies in the form of General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) (Sinha and Prabhakar, 2015). The number of
available waypoints depends on used algorithms and is usually limited, e.g. Google Maps
for premium users offers more waypoints (Zhang et al., 2016). Thus, depending on API,
which is the basis for a specific online mapping service, the target user receives more or
fewer waypoints on the searched route (Roth et al., 2014).
Various map layers are displayed usually in the form of a button that opens a dropdown list. Symbols of buttons are not unified and are gradually changing. However, using
non-standard symbols or too long button names may be unclear to the user (Muehlenhaus, 2013, p. 48; Halik and Medyńska-Gulij, 2016). It applies also to the Geolocation
button which differs, depending on the map service. Its graphical style usually fits in the
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GUI of the entire website. Buttons on the start screen are most frequently laid out in one
of the corners of the map. Maps on mobile devices are often designed to have all the
buttons at the top of the page (Takeuchi and Kennelly, 2010). Among the elements analyzed there were also the so-called widgets, for instance Share, Menu, Log In or Hotels,
Restaurants etc.
Thematic layer of the online map is frequently understood as a business or operational layer (Muehlenhaus, 2013, p. 143–172). In global online mapping services that
layer denotes e.g. restaurants, hotels etc. that show on the base map. The change in
the base map may also be treated as the layer change, which was observed by Brynard
(2013). He divided layers into operational layers and base map layers. The display of
information about traffic is treated by Schmidt and Weiser (2012) as a thematic layer.
Kajikawa and Nagayama (2008) demonstrate a different view, dividing layers into raster
and vector layers. Hence, such base maps as an orthophotomap, an elevation map or a
land cover can be mentioned as examples of raster layers, whereas a road map constitutes the example of a vector layer. Thus, one lacks clear-cut criteria that define what a
layer in online mapping services is, particularly considering the fact that specific options
mentioned above usually have separate buttons assigned to them (López-Ornelas et al.,
2013). Obviously, the number of layers results from the range of information included in
a specific mapping service and therefore, we have decided to select comparable services
on the basis of the classification by Meng (2008). Due to the lack of standards clearly
defining what is considered a layer in a global mapping service we assumed that the button changing the base map is a component of the layer change. It is a popular approach
described in handbooks dealing with online mapping service design (e.g. Muehlenhaus,
2013, p. 53). It is, obviously, the research assumption that can be completed or corrected
in other circumstances.
The functionality of a mapping service depends not only on GUI but also on the
opportunities of the map content to adjust to the current working mode (van Tonder
and Wesson, 2009). The range of the scale displayed is a highly important element of
the functionality. The adjustment to the size of a mobile device sometimes imposes on
mapping services the generalization of content and the range of the scale displayed (Nivala and Sarjakoski, 2007; Dillemuth, 2013). Depending on lighting conditions in which
the map is displayed, responsive map design should also consider the day/night mode.
When it is dark, such mode makes the map display in different, more contrasting colors
(Sarjakoski and Nivala, 2005). What is more, the mapping service may also adjust to
the current activity of the user. User’s activity may be connected with doing a specific
task in the system in which the mapping service works but may also depend on external
activity (van Tonder and Wesson, 2009).
4. Results
4.1. The number of buttons on different display screen types
Specific web map services differ in terms of the number of buttons visible on the start
screen on the largest display size (Figure 2). 2Gis and Map Quest constitute map services
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with the greatest number of buttons on the largest analyzed display screen, with over 25
buttons. Besides basic navigation buttons, namely the Zoom, Geolocation, Object Search
and Route Search button, they also have tools such as Layer, Traffic, quick searching for
objects such as Hotels and Restaurants, Print, Measure Distance or tools connected with
web community: Save My Place, Share, Add Pictures. Open Street Map stands out with
20 buttons on the start screen. Apart from standard navigation buttons, it also has buttons
that make it possible to save, follow and export changes that take place on the map. The
other 5 websites do not have more than 15 buttons. Baidu Maps and Here WeGo have
the smallest number of buttons. On the start screen, there are only the Route Search
and Place Search, Geolocation, Zoom, Layer, and Menu buttons. Moreover, instead of
widgets, Baidu Maps has buttons for displaying, for instance, traffic density.

Fig. 2. The number of buttons on a different display size on the start screen

On the smaller display screen (15, 6′′ ) the number of buttons remained unchanged
in all the analyzed map services. Only on the 12′′ display screen the number of buttons
altered in some of them. In Map Quest the number of available thematic layers, such as
hotels and restaurants etc., decreased, however, only when the map service was displayed
vertically on the tablet. In Open Street Map there were no buttons related to following
and exporting changes, as well as information and logging in.
The greatest change in the number of buttons took place on the 5.1′′ smartphone
display screen. Only in one map service the number of buttons exceeded 10 and that was
Map Quest. The other services had between 7 and 10 buttons on the start screen and
those were mainly the Zoom, Geolocation, Layer or Route/Place Search buttons. Solely
in one case the number of buttons altered, depending on the orientation of the display
screen. In horizontal orientation there were no Zoom and Geolocation buttons.

4.2. The arrangement of map tools on the start screen of web map services
The analysis of button arrangement of a web map service GUI was made on the basis
of those buttons that repeat in most of compared map services. The Geolocation, Layer,
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Search, Zoom, Route, Share, Log In and Menu button are available in all the services.
There are 8 main windows in which interface buttons are located: the top left, middle
top, top right, middle right, bottom right, middle bottom, bottom left and middle left.
Figure 3 presents the main location of buttons in both vertical and horizontal orientation.

Fig. 3. Main areas of buttons arrangement on the start screen of web mapping service

In Figure 4 one can observe the most frequent arrangement of web map interface
buttons on 21.8′′ and 12′′ display screens. As demonstrated, some buttons are placed in
the same window on a few map services. It applies to the Geolocation, whose button is
placed in the top right corner of the start screen in 4 map services, and in the bottom
right corner of the start screen in 3 other services. What is interesting is that in all the
analyzed map services the Geolocation button is placed on the right side of the screen.
The situation looks similar to the Layer button, which is located in the top right corner in
4 map services, and in the bottom right corner in 3 other services. It can be clearly seen
that most map services place the Layer button on the right sight of the screen. The right

Fig. 4. The arrangement of buttons on the start screen of web mapping services
[21, 8′′ −12′′ display size]
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corner location is also typical for the Zoom button, which is situated in the top right
corner in 4 map services and in the bottom right corner in 3 other services. Similarly,
the Share button, which occurred only in 5 map services, was also placed on the right
side, in two of them being in the bottom right corner and in other three in the top right
corner.
The Search button was in the top left corner of the start screen in all the analyzed
map services, the same as the Route button, directly connected with the previous one,
placed in the top left corner in 7 map services. Moreover, the Log In and Menu buttons
were also in the top left corner, however, they were situated in the top right corner much
more frequently. In one of the services, the Layer button was in the bottom left corner.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, most of GUI buttons of web map services, presented on
21.8′′ to 12′′ display screens, are located on the right side, predominantly in the top right
corner. Only the Place Search and Route Search buttons are situated in the top left corner.
Figure 5 depicts the arrangement of GUI buttons of the web map on the smartphone
5.1′′ display screen. As opposed to larger display screens, neither the Share nor the Log
In button occurs there. Geolocation occurs most frequently in two locations: in the bottom right or bottom left corner, thus differing from larger display screens, onto which
this button appears in the top part of the screen. The Layer button occurs only in 5 map
services, in 3 of them in the bottom right corner. The Search button appears in 6 analyzed map services, usually in the top left or top right corner. The Zoom button, present
in 4 map services in the form of +/− buttons, is located mostly in the bottom and middle
part of the screen on the right. The Route Search button, occurring in all map services
except for Open Street Map, is usually placed in the top right corner. Only in three services, it is situated in both corners of the bottom part. The Menu button, available in
6 map services except for Yandex and Baidu Maps, is most frequently placed in the top
right corner, in the top left corner for Google Maps and Here WeGo, and in the bottom
right corner only for Map Quest.

Fig. 5. The arrangement of buttons on the start screen of web mapping services
[5, 1′′ display size]
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4.3. Graphical design of buttons in web mapping services
Figure 6 presents a graphical comparison of the design of buttons that occur most frequently in selected map services. As demonstrated, when the 5.1′′ display screen is juxtaposed with other screens, there is a visible difference in the symbolism of buttons. The
most uniform graphical style achieved on all the display screens is presented by Yandex

Fig. 6. The juxtaposition of graphical design of buttons in analyzed web mapping services
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and Map Quest. The Geolocation button occurs in two basic forms – as a circle with a
point marked inside it or as an arrow directed north-east. The Layer button also has two
forms: a satellite view or overlapping rectangles. On the 5.1′′ display screen the Layer
button takes only the latter form in all the analyzed services. The Search button exists as
a magnifying glass symbol on 21.8′′ −12′′ screens in 7 services and only in Open Street
Map, it appears as an arrow pointed to the right. Zoom buttons +/− occur in all the
analyzed map services. The Route Search button on all display screens is represented
by 3 types of graphic symbols in total: a symbol with an arrow pointed to the right, an
arrow pointed to the right without the background and a curved arrow. The Share button
occurs most frequently on 21.8′′ −12′′ display screens in the form of a square from which
an arrow comes out. The Menu button, available on screens of all sizes, has a form of
horizontal lines.

4.4. Similarities in the functionality of web mapping services
The analysis of similarities between map services has been carried out on the basis of
the number of buttons and functions that occur in all the analyzed map services. Four
elements, namely the number of buttons on the start screen, the number of available layers, the number of waypoints and the number of available means of transport, constitute
the main subject of the analysis. Figure 7 compares selected elements on line charts. The
number of map layers on 21.8′′ −12′′ display screens remains unchanged. The biggest
number of layers is available in Open Street Map, three layers are in Baidu Maps, Here
WeGo, Bing Maps and Yandex Maps, two layers in Google Maps and Map Quest. 2Gis
offers just one layer. On the 5.1′′ screen the number of layers available in specific ser-

Fig. 7. Similarities in the GUI on different display size
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vices differs from the number of layers shown on other display screens. Bing Maps offers
the most layers, Open Street Maps – 4 layers, Here WeGo and Yandex Maps – 3 layers,
Google Maps and Map Quest – 2 layers, and Baidu Maps and 2Gis offer a single layer.
When searching for a route on the 21.8′′ −12′′ screen, one can save the most waypoints in Bing Maps and Map Quest. In Google Maps, Here WeGo and Yandex Maps it
is possible to save the maximum of ten waypoints, while in other map services only two.
On the 5.1′′ display screen the number of waypoints on the route is different than on the
other screens. Still, Map Quest offers the most waypoints. When using Google Maps,
one has access to a maximum of 10 waypoints. Baidu Maps, Here WeGo, Bing Maps,
Open Street Map, Yandex Maps make it possible to search for a route with just one waypoint. 2Gis is the only website that does not allow route searching on the smartphone
screen.
Map services differ also in terms of available means of transport that can be selected
for the route. On the 21.8′′ −12′′ display screen Here WeGo offers the most, namely
6, means of transport, Google Maps 5, Baidu Maps and 2Gis 4, Open Street Map and
Yandex Maps 3, and Bing Maps and Map Quest 2. The situation is different for the 5.1′′
screen. Here 2Gis becomes the odd one out, as it is impossible to search for a route in
this service. Bing Maps does not offer any means of transport to choose from, while
Google Maps, Open Street Map and Yandex, Maps offer three.
A comparative analysis of similarities between map services indicates that on 21.8′′
– 12′′ display screens Baidu Maps, Google Maps, Here WeGo, Bing Maps and Yandex
Maps are the most similar in terms of the number of buttons. On the other hand, there
is a similarity between Open Street Map, Map Quest, and 2Gis, three services with significantly more buttons than the other services. When it comes to map layers, all the
services are quite alike. As far as the number of available waypoints is concerned, the
following combinations of map services bear the greatest resemblance: Map Quest and
Bing Maps, Here WeGo, Google Maps and Yandex, and Baidu Maps, Open Street Map
and 2Gis. Taking into consideration the number of available means of communication,
all the services are similar. Hence, on the 21.8′′ −12′′ display screen Google Maps, Here
WeGo and Yandex Maps are the most similar in terms of functionality.
The similarity of GUI on the 5.1′′ display screen is different than on the other screens.
The number of buttons is similar for all map services except for Map Quest that has 13
buttons. All the services but Bing Maps are also very much alike in terms of the number
of map layers. As far as the number of available waypoints is considered, Map Quest and
Google Maps clearly stand out. Other web map services, excluding 2Gis, in which there
is no route search tool, are similar. There is a visible similarity between Baidu Maps,
Google Maps, Open Street Map and Yandex Maps in terms of the number of available
means of transport for selected routes. Here WeGo stands out with the largest number of
them.
The functionality of global mapping services to the great extent depends on the adjustment to environment conditions. The day/night mode is one of the basic functions.
Responsiveness of the online mapping service requires the map to display in more bright
color in case of poor lighting. The adjustment of the map to the device may in some
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cases change the largest scale due to the size of the display screen. The content of the
map should also adjust to the smaller display screen. The Table no 1 below demonstrates
features of the map that also adjust. The content of the mapping service on the PC screen
was the starting point for generalization. The largest presented scale is approximate as
some services do not display scale in the graphic form.
Table 1. Additional features which characterize responsiveness of global web mapping services
display: 21.8′′

Baidu
Maps

Google
Maps

Here
WeGo

Bing
Maps

Open
Street
Map

Map
Quest

2Gis

Yandex
Maps

day/night mode

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

max scale

1:300

1:200

1:750

1:400

1:800

1:1500

1:650

1:800

generalization

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

display: 15.6′′

Baidu
Maps

Google
Maps

Here
WeGo

Bing
Maps

NA
Open
Street
Map

Map
Quest

2Gis

Yandex
Maps

day/night mode

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

max scale

1:450

1:250

1:1000

1:500

1:1000

1:2000

1:900

1:1000

generalization

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

display: 12′′

Baidu
Maps

Google
Maps

Here
WeGo

Bing
Maps

No
Open
Street
Map

Map
Quest

2Gis

Yandex
Maps

day/night mode

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

max scale

1:500

1:250

1:1500

1:500

1:1000

1:2000

1:900

1:1000

generalization

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

display: 5.1′′

Baidu
Maps

Google
Maps

Here
WeGo

Bing
Maps

No
Open
Street
Map

Map
Quest

2Gis

Yandex
Maps

day/night mode

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

max scale

1:3000

1:250

1:1500

1:1 500

1:1 500

1:2000

1:900

1:1000

generalization

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Comparing additional features that determine the functionality in the context of responsiveness of global mapping services, one can observe similarity between some services. In terms of the PC screen Google Maps, Here WeGo and Bing Maps were similar.
The maximum available scale was smaller than 1:500. The other group of services had
the scale larger than 1:500 but smaller than 1:1 000. Only Map Quest offered the largest
scale, i.e. approximately 1:1 500, on the 21.8′′ display screen. The display on the 15.6′′
screen does not cause significant responsiveness of the service apart from the fact that the
largest available scale slightly decreases in all services. The day/night mode occurs neither on the PC nor on the laptop screen. The mode is available on tablets and only in two
mapping services. There is no generalization of content for the 12′′ display screen, com-
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pared to the 21.8′′ screen. In Baidu Maps and Here WeGo the maximum scale slightly
decreases, compared to the 15.6′′ scale. On the 5.6′′ display screen the day/night mode is
available only in two mapping services. The maximum scale significantly decreases for
Baidu Maps and Bing Maps. Most of mapping services adjust map content, generalizing roads, names, rivers, lakes or point signs. Maps on smartphone display screens have
clearly simplified content. Only for Baidu Maps, Open Street Map and Yandex Map the
map content remains unchanged, compared to the display on the 21.8′′ screen.

5. Discussion
Analyses of GUI of various map services, both global and local, made it possible to formulate conclusions about the interface. First and foremost, it was demonstrated that the
web map user frequently deals with interface overload (Nivala et al., 2008; Wang, 2014).
Indeed, for 21.8′′ −12′′ display screens some map services offer users highly extended
GUI with plenty of buttons. On the other hand, there are some global map services,
whose creators do not overwhelm users with too many interactive tools. These could
be referred to as the balanced interfaces. The analysis of the same services on smaller
display screens allows one to draw conclusions on responsive web map design. Adaptation to the smaller device is a fundamental assumption of responsive design, according
to which, as the device gets smaller, the number of buttons is reduced to the most crucial ones (Carroll, 1985; Chittaro, 2006). Indeed, this applies to global map services, as
their number of buttons decreased, with creators finding the following buttons the most
important: the Geolocation, Layer, Place Search, Zoom, Route and Menu button.
The layout of GUI buttons in the context of responsiveness is supposed to adjust
to the needs of the user, thus, the proper arrangement on the smartphone screen was the
subject of interest of researchers (Hoober, 2015). It is suggested that buttons on the small
display screen are placed in the bottom part, as such devices are usually operated with a
thumb. It is hence natural to use buttons located close to the bottom part of the screen. As
the research shows, it is not a popular solution in the analyzed map services. On the 5.1′′
display screen there was indeed a group of buttons placed in its bottom corners but other
buttons were predominantly in top corners. The corner button layout, which dominated
on the smartphone screen, may be justified when the map is displayed horizontally on
the screen.
The fact that specific buttons differ in terms of graphic style is another issue touched
upon during the GUI analysis (Muehlenhaus, 2013, p. 48). It does hold true for the Geolocation button, which has two symbols or for the Route button that has three different
graphical styles. However, some similarities can be observed for e.g. the Zoom button or
the Menu button in all the services. The Layer button was the most unified on the 5.1′′
display screen (one symbol for all the services), compared to the 21.8′′ −12′′ display
screens (three different symbols).
The responsiveness of GUI assumes that the interface adapts to the device on which
the map is displayed (Fairbairn and Erharuyi, 2003). In practice, however, on global map
services two interface versions can be observed: the desktop type and the mobile type.
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Adaptation to devices such as laptops or tablets assumes that only the screen decreases
but the interface remains relatively unchanged. Only when the service is displayed on the
5.1′′ screen, can real responsiveness occur, as the change in the number of buttons and
their arrangement takes place and the functionality of the service in terms of the number
of available map layers and thematic layers alters as well. What’s more, the change of the
screen’s orientation from vertical to horizontal does not result in a change in the number
or arrangement of interface buttons.
Responsiveness is not only the adjustment of the interface but also of the map content. It is particularly important in the context of functionality of global mapping services (Reichenbacher, 2001; Medyńska-Gulij, 2010). Indeed, analyzed global mapping
services adjust their GUI and map content. As a result, the maximum scale of the display decreases on smaller display screens. It applies to most of the analyzed mapping
services. It is a deliberate solution as a large zoom results in highly limited map readability on a small screen, especially from a short distance (Weakliam et al., 2008). Thus,
the map content needs to be generalized to limit information it conveys so that it remains
readable and clear even on the small display screen (Konečný and Staněk, 2010). As far
as global mapping services are concerned, generalization of the map content occurs only
on smartphone screens. The number of names and point signs on maps is reduced. In
most cases, the network of roads and rivers is also generalized so that it can be easily
readable on the 5.1′′ display screen. It as a useful practice that allows one to display the
content of the global mapping service on the mobile device screen (Dillemuth, 2005).

6. Conclusions
Mobile devices have significantly altered the way web maps are designed. Smaller sizes
of display screens have imposed limitations not only on creators but also users. Responsive web design, which assumes the adaptation of not only the web map content but also
its GUI to the smaller device, has become a solution to these problems.
The analysis makes it possible to notice that interface adaptation applies mainly to
the device on which a map is displayed. The entire context of how the device is used is
of secondary importance. It can be concluded from the arrangement of buttons on the
start screen. The arrangement in the bottom part of the screen is partial or marginal.
Furthermore, the location of buttons remains unchanged, irrespective of the orientation
in which the user is looking at the map. It questions the effectiveness of such solutions.
However, it may transpire that the user’s habit of using buttons located in the top part
of the screen is so strong that a facilitation in the form of buttons placed closer to the
thumb may fail to bring expected results. Moreover, very few services adjust maps to
environment conditions, e.g. to work in day/night mode. The analysis conducted shows
also that responsiveness in the terms of lighting conditions occurs only on tablets and
smartphones. Laptops, also treated as mobile devices, lack such responsiveness.
Certain rules can be observed that apply to all the analyzed map services. On the
21.8′′ −12′′ display screens interactive buttons are placed in the corners of the start
screen, mainly in the top left or right corner. Such layout is justified for tablets and
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mobile phones in landscape position due to their way of use. Decreasing the display
screen to 5.1′′ makes the number of buttons smaller and changes arrangement. The corner arrangement still dominates but the contribution of buttons located in the bottom left
or right corner significantly rises. Global map services, regardless of the display size,
use the same interactive tools in the form of the following buttons: the Geolocation,
Layer, Place, and Route Search and Menu. Buttons for specific functions are graphically
similar. Among those graphic similarities, one can distinguish two or three graphical
styles representing a single function. As far as the functionality is concerned, on the
21.8′′ −12′′ display screens it usually remains at the same level, however, it drops in
some cases on the 5.1′′ display screen, e.g. the number of available means of transport
or layers drops. Similarity of 21.8′′ −12′′ display screens can be observed also in terms
of the map content. Proper responsiveness of that element is visible on the 5.6” screen
on which the content adjusts to the size of the display screen, which is connected with
significant generalization and selection of the most significant elements of the map. Generalization usually includes the removal of some point signs and reduction of some roads
and physio-geographical objects such as lakes and rivers, sometimes also geographical
names. Generalization of the content is linked with the maximum scale of display. Obviously, services displayed on the largest screen will have the largest scale. The decrease
of the maximum display scale takes place for most of the analyzed mapping services.
The authors of this analysis believe that GUI of global map services constitutes a
good example of responsive web design. The interface adapts to the context of the device and, to some extent, also to the context of the user. However, there is a need to
ask questions about the effectiveness of specific solutions concerning the type, number
and arrangement of buttons. A small part of the features that have been analyzed indicates that not only the size of the screen but also the equipment of the mobile device
(GPS, light sensor, accelerator) should be included when designing responsiveness of
mapping services. The fact that in this analysis we included only touchscreens of tablets
and smartphones is one of the limitations of the research. We hope that our comparative analysis will allow one to make a critical evaluation of web cartography products,
directing map creators even more towards the user-oriented design.
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